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About This Game

■ Storyline
A man returns to his world to reclaim all he has lost

without knowing that everything has changed since he left...

■ About the game
Color Symphony 2 is a puzzle action platformer that utilizes the ambiguity of color. Try to eliminate obstacles or find new paths
by using color! This simple rule allows you to solve various problems. Color Symphony 2 will provide lots of fun with improved

controls and level designs.

■ Features
* Unique mechanics that utilizes the ambiguity of color

* Simple rules and various solutions
* Level design packed with action and puzzles
* Over 120 levels and various achievements

* Support for Steam Cloud, Leaderboards and Trading Cards
* Newly introduced elements

* Improved controls and graphics
* Optimized for gamepad

* Support for various OS including Windows, OSX, and Linux
* Support for color blindness and color weakness
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Title: Color Symphony 2
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
REMIMORY
Publisher:
REMIMORY
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015
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Well... what can i say, game is old and has short Singleplayer but playing this was really enjoyable
P.S. i got this for free :). I had the original box game many years ago, but am unable to play them on the newer computers. As I
enjoyed it years ago I decided to purchase this game on steam and ran into a glitch where I could go no further. I didn't bother to
pursue the problem as I only paid $2.50 for it. But unfortunately, I am realizing that steam is selling some of these older goodie
games which are not compatiable with the newer computers. Too bad.. Reflex punched my big brother when he thought it would
be funny to grab me during this game.... he beat me up.....9/10 would get beat up again.. Great game for everyday relax. But too
short.. The game has just been banned in my house for glorifying dogfighting, (I don't share the opinion, my mom is one of
those moral guardians) so I figure that now is a good time to give my overall thoughts.

First, I'd like to address the issues. For one, this game is rather unpolished, most notably in the Retro stages where I encountered
glitches with both myself and enemy dragons. In one instance I got stuck in a platform and needed to reset, another time my
sprite duplicated. As for the enemies, they suddenly teleported to different areas and their flight patterns were in broken loops.
But these issues seemed to be exclusive to Retro mode because thats the mode I played the most, and I didn't find any bad
glitches in the other modes.
Visually, the game could use a touch up as well. I like the attempt at making it look like an older, pixelly game, but the scenery
is rather bland, as well as the dragon models.

As for the gameplay, it was reassuringly responsive, and the enemy hitboxes are clear. It's got a good blend of difficulty, which,
obviously, is a must in video games.

Overall, despite the setbacks, I enjoyed this game. Nothing spectactular but it did hold my attention as a time-passer. I'll give it a
3.5\/5, and I hope it improves steadily in the future.. This game is straight up amazing. So simple, but really really fun. I
definitely recommend playing this game. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnQ01S8G1eY
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WHAT IS THIS PILE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥EH? WHAT THE ACTUAL♥♥♥♥♥♥IS THIS????
-1/10 It's not even a game, it's a mess.. this game is amazing under one condition. you need to have friends. Very nice game with
fun gameplay. Still something to do to achieve every achievements, so you spend a lot of hours here. I recomend this game.

Cons: - I want another new game like this. There is literally a mission where you beat the crap out of two transgenders...10\/10.
Fun game, but in desperate need of polish and bug fixes.
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